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Abstract. Is AI set to redefine the legal profession? We argue that this claim is not supported by the current
evidence. We dive into AI’s increasingly prevalent roles in three types of legal tasks: information processing;
tasks involving creativity, reasoning, or judgment; and predictions about the future. We find that the ease of
evaluating legal applications varies greatly across legal tasks, based on the ease of identifying correct answers
and the observability of information relevant to the task at hand. Tasks that would lead to the most significant
changes to the legal profession are also the ones most prone to overoptimism about AI capabilities, as they are
harder to evaluate. We make recommendations for better evaluation and deployment of AI in legal contexts.

INTRODUCTION

DoNotPay, a U.S.-based AI startup, claimed to sell the services of a ‘robot lawyer’ to help customers
prepare legal documents, contest parking tickets and cancel subscriptions [6]. On January 8, 2023,
CEO Joshua Browder claimed that the company would pay USD 1 million to any lawyer who used
DoNotPay’s robot lawyer to argue a U.S. Supreme Court case by using an earpiece to repeat the
arguments made by the company’s software [27]. Even setting aside the fact that the Supreme
Court prohibits electronics in the courtroom, the U.S. has several laws prohibiting the unauthorized
practice of law by individuals who are not licensed attorneys. Soon after the announcement, the
CEO backed down [28], and the term ‘robot lawyer’ was changed to ‘AI consumer champion’ on
the company’s website [3]. Still, the company is facing multiple class-action lawsuits [1].
This was far from the first time when technology was claimed to replace a lawyer, and it will not be
the last. After all, the company had been claiming to sell the services of a robot lawyer for more than
four years. Claims about lawyers being replaced by digital technology predate the company. A 2011
New York Times headline read: ‘Armies of Expensive Lawyers, Replaced by Cheaper Software.’ [33]
Since the article was published, the number of lawyers in the U.S. has actually increased by eight
percent [49]. How do we separate true advances from hype?
In this position paper, we argue that the kinds of legal applications we can legitimately use AI for
should be determined by the evaluations that reflect said use in the real world. It is easy to get
caught up in the hype, particularly for impressive demonstrations of generative AI that can be used
to create text, images, or other forms of media. Many recent instances of AI that have received
widespread attention are examples of generative AI [2, 4, 5]. In the law, some of this attention has
focused on claims of text-based language models’ improvements in legal reasoning ability, such as
OpenAI’s claims that GPT-4 can pass the bar exam. Yet, this is not evidence that GPT-4 is becoming
as capable as lawyers: after all, it is not a lawyer’s job to answer bar exam questions all day. While
generative AI is our main focus, we also look at AI for predicting the outcomes of court cases and
making decisions about people (such as AI used for predicting a defendant’s risk of recidivism).
1Author emails: sayashk@princeton.edu, peter.henderson@princeton.edu, arvindn@cs.princeton.edu. Parts of this paper
are based on blog posts by two of the authors (https://aisnakeoil.com).
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The types of legal AI we analyze roughly correspond to the types of AI outlined in Diver et al.’s
typology of legal applications [17], though at a coarser level of granularity. We analyze three broad
uses of AI in the legal domain: (i) tasks involving information processing, such as summarization or
legal information retrieval; (ii) tasks involving creativity, reasoning, or judgment, such as preparing
legal filings; and (iii) tasks involving predictions about the future, such as criminal risk prediction as
well as predicting the outcomes of court decisions. Of course, the lines separating these applications
are blurry, but the high-level categories can offer useful insights about how AI applications should
be evaluated and how useful they can be in the real world.
These applications vary in how difficult they are to evaluate. For some, evaluation is relatively
easy. For example, a tool that categorizes a request for legal advice into particular areas of law (an
example of an information-processing task) can be evaluated by comparing against corresponding
labels from lawyers performing the same task.1 In contrast, there is no clear ‘correct’ answer for
other types of AI. For instance, if generative AI is used to prepare a legal filing (an example of a
task involving creativity, reasoning, or judgment), there is no single correct answer on how the
document should be written—reasonable people can disagree on what strategies to take. Tasks that
are harder to evaluate also tend to be those that would lead to the most significant changes in the
legal profession. If AI could be useful for consequential legal tasks like preparing legal filings, that
would have much broader implications for the future of legal professionals compared to labelling
text for different areas of law.
In our analysis, we look at the challenges that arise in meaningful evaluations of AI in legal settings
and offer recommendations for overcoming them. We argue that evaluations should be used to
identify how well AI does on a given task and which types of tasks AI can be useful for.

INFORMATION PROCESSING

Many legal tasks involve processing information. Examples include summarizing court cases or
long legal documents, translating text from one language to another, redacting sensitive information
from documents before broader release, e-discovery to find relevant documents for litigation and
legal information retrieval.
With the widespread adoption of generative AI, there have been many claims that it will revolution-
ize legal information processing. Compared to the other types of legal tasks we look at in the next
two sections, evaluating information processing tasks is more straightforward. This is because:

• There is generally a clear correct answer : given information about the features used in the
model and the model’s output, it is easy to determine if the model’s output is correct, such
as in the task of categorizing legal requests by area of law [48].2

• There is high observability of the features relevant for decision making: The features relevant
for using AI for information-processing tasks are available as inputs to the AI system.

These factors make it easier to develop valid evaluations for AI used for information processing. As
a result, generative AI for information-processing tasks can be deployed based on evidence and
robust evaluations. Still, claims about generative AI being a revolution might be overstated, and
several nuances make a blanket assessment of generative AI for information processing hard.
1As in, for example, the Learned Hands project. [48]
2There are, of course, some exceptions where evaluation is more ambiguous even within information processing, but the
majority of cases in this category will be more straightforward to evaluate.
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For legal experts, generative AI for information processing is an evolution, not a revolution. A major
reason why chatbots are exciting to the general public is that they can be instructed in natural
language to perform tasks for which software may not have previously existed. But for tasks
for which natural-language processing software did exist, the advent of large language models
has generally led to an evolutionary improvement in accuracy. In law, software for information-
processing tasks is nothing new. Automated tools for legal summarization have existed for over a
decade [33]. The same goes for many other information processing tasks, with entire companies
built on the promise of automating legal information processing dating back decades. Recent
instruction-tuned language models (chatbots) cannot necessarily outperform models fine-tuned
on law-specific datasets [12]. Further, many information-processing tasks can also be carried
out by professionals without a law degree. For these reasons, while large language models offer
improvements over existing tools — possibly in terms of accuracy but especially in terms of cost,
by decreasing the amount of task-specific software development required — they do not drastically
change legal information processing for experts.

We need to better understand how generative AI impacts laypeople. The ability of chatbots to follow
natural language directions means laypeople can use them to perform information-processing tasks,
such as translation or getting pointers to relevant legal rules. Everyday users have increasingly
turned to technology for legal advice in the past—for instance, a 2019 survey in the U.S. found
that more people used the internet (31%) than lawyers (29%) for legal advice, and that 63% of the
people surveyed used information they found on the internet as a factor to resolve their legal
problems [21].
Yet, there is a paucity of evidence about how chatbots affect users who turn to them for information-
processing tasks such as legal information retrieval or translation. Understanding how well they
work is hard without naturalistic evaluations of everyday users who use chatbots. Errors in the
outputs of chatbots on such tasks can be catastrophic. For example, asylum applications for refugees
can be rejected if machine translation introduces errors because they cannot accurately infer
context [16]. It is unclear how people are using generative AI for such tasks. Research should help
inform best practices for the use of AI by laypeople.

Unresolved limitations make the adoption of language models challenging. Language models for
information processing suffer several unresolved issues that may pose challenges in shifting from
existing solutions to language-model-based ones. A key limitation is their propensity to output
incorrect information, often known as hallucinations [55]. This is a significant hurdle in their
adoption in consequential legal settings. While there are many ongoing efforts to improve factual
accuracy [46], it is as yet an unsolved research problem. As a result, the outputs of language models
must be closely verified before they can be used in consequential settings.

Some information-processing tasks are harder to evaluate than others. Even within information-
processing tasks, ease of evaluation is a spectrum. For categorizing cases by area of law, legal
experts can label the correct answer [48], but in cases where there might be multiple areas of law
implicated, labels might have higher rates of disagreement by experts. Similarly, for tasks involving
transcription or redaction, it is sometimes easy to create a clear source of ground truth based on past
data. Yet, in adversarial settings, lawyers might disagree on how much context to redact and litigate
over the issues. In Kaiser Aluminum Warrick, LLC v. US Magnesium LLC,3 for example, parties
disputed how much information should be redacted in documents produced during discovery
3WL 2482933 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 27, 2023)
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and ultimately the court ordered the producing party to unredact information that was relevant
to the case. For translation, evaluations must account for inherent ambiguity—such as when a
source language uses gendered terms and a target language does not, there is a lack of context
to disambiguate a term, or an idiom does not have a clear direct translation. And parties dispute
how e-discovery systems are evaluated, with requesting parties generally seeking to discover more
information and producing parties wanting to reveal less [22]. Nonetheless, such disagreements
are generally over atypical cases, and the bulk of information processing tasks will have consensus
answers when polling a larger pool of annotators.

CREATIVITY, REASONING, OR JUDGMENT

Several legal tasks involve creativity, reasoning, or judgment. They range from tasks involving
writing, such as preparing drafts of legal filings, to tasks involving judgment, such as automated
mediation and dispute resolution. These tasks typically involve significant expertise and labour
to get right. In contrast to information processing, if AI could indeed automate such tasks, the
impact on the legal profession might be huge. When OpenAI announced its GPT-4 language model,
it claimed the model could pass a ‘simulated bar exam with a score around the top 10% of test
takers’ [34]. This led to much speculation about whether AI would soon replace lawyers, presumably
because the tool could perform tasks requiring expertise and creativity.
But what does a high score on the bar exam mean—and more generally, how much can we trust
benchmark evaluations? Here, we outline several concerns underlying evaluations of language
models in legal settings that make it hard to trust their applicability to real-world legal tasks. We
then provide recommendations for improving evaluations and outline tasks for which AI can be
evaluated well and is arguably underutilized.

Hurdles in evaluating language models

Contamination. Contamination refers to including the same data in the training and evaluation
data sets for a model [32]. This can lead to overoptimistic estimates of model performance since
a model can simply memorize solutions in its training set instead of being able to answer new
questions. It is possible that evaluations such as OpenAI’s claims about bar exam performance are
overoptimistic due to contamination, but it is hard to know for sure due to the training and fine
tuning data being proprietary.
However, as an illustration of the plausibility and seriousness of contamination, consider a different
benchmark that OpenAI evaluated GPT-4 on. To benchmark its coding ability, OpenAI evaluated it
on problems from Codeforces, a website that hosts coding competitions. The training data cutoff for
the original GPT-4 model was September 2021. The model could correctly answer most Codeforces
questions from before its training date cutoff, but could not answer questions after its training date
cutoff correctly [25]. This strongly suggests that the model memorized solutions from its training
set—or at least partly memorized them, enough to fill in what it couldn’t recall. That is, instead of
developing the capability to answer new coding questions, it could only answer questions it had
already been trained on. (The Codeforces results in the paper were not affected by this, as OpenAI
used problems from recent Codeforces competitions, resulting in the model being evaluated on
fresh problems not in the training set. Sure enough, GPT-4 performed very poorly [43].)
To be clear, a temporal discontinuity in benchmark performance, such as in the case of GPT-4’s
performance on Codeforces, strongly implies contamination, but the lack of such a discontinuity
does not imply the opposite. Without access to the data used to train and fine tune a model,
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researchers can only make informed guesses about the absence of contamination since there is
no guarantee that a model is not already trained on later versions of a benchmark. For example,
OpenAI could fine tune GPT-4 on more recent versions of the bar exam (even inadvertently) if a
user inputs exam questions into ChatGPT.

Lack of construct validity. Construct validity refers to the extent to which an evaluation accurately
represents and measures the construct it is designed to assess. For the bar exam, the construct
might be the extent to which a lawyer has the necessary preparation to serve clients effectively.
The assumption is that humans taking exams generalize the skills tested by the exam to a wider
range of relevant tasks.
Unfortunately, it is well known that bar exam questions are not representative of the tasks pro-
fessionals do in the real world—something that critics of the bar exam regularly lament, resulting
in recent restructuring of the bar exam [47] and proposals for alternative pathways to certifica-
tion based on real-world training [14]. Specifically, the bar exam overemphasizes subject-matter
knowledge and underemphasizes real-world skills, which are far harder to measure in a standard-
ized, computer-administered way. In other words, not only does it emphasize the wrong thing, it
overemphasizes precisely the thing that language models are good at.
Memorization is a spectrum. Even if a language model has not seen an exact problem on a training
set, it has inevitably seen examples that are pretty close, simply because of the size of the training
corpus. That means it can get away with a much shallower level of reasoning. This issue is also
referred to as task contamination [30]. As a result, legal benchmarks don’t necessarily give us
evidence that language models are acquiring the kind of in-depth reasoning skills that human
test-takers might have. While this inference might already be somewhat dubious for humans, it
is unfounded for language models that might take all sorts of shortcuts [19] and memorize key
information to come to the right answer without generalizing in any way.
In some real-world tasks, shallow reasoning may be sufficient—for example, it could be enough to
build a chatbot to help applicants prepare for the bar exam where similar scenarios have played
out thousands of times in textbooks and court cases. But the world is constantly changing, so if a
bot is asked to analyze the legal consequences of a new fact pattern in the context of new judicial
decisions, it does not have much to draw upon. In short, tests designed for humans lack construct
validity when applied to bots.
Benchmarks are already wildly overused in AI for comparing different models [45]. They have
been heavily criticized for collapsing a multidimensional evaluation into a single number [50]. As
we’ve discussed, using benchmarks to compare humans to AI introduces a further set of problems.
So if an AI developer’s goal is to predict how well it will do on real-world legal tasks, measuring
bar exam performance is simply not a suitable approach.

Prompt sensitivity. Another issue with evaluating language models is their sensitivity to the user’s
prompts. Small changes to the prompt can significantly impact the model’s outputs [23]. So it is
important to understand how language models are used in order to construct valid evaluations.
Unfortunately, we are entirely in the dark about how users use these models in the real world.
Since model developers do not share information about model use, we currently have few ways to
study many important questions about language models.
Prompt sensitivity leads to several challenges in AI evaluation. First, in programmatic use, where
developers are writing prompts for legal applications (instead of legal professionals or end users
directly using a language model), performance could improve with better prompting, so measured
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results provide a lower bound of how well the tools work. In some cases, performance could also
degrade as the model’s behaviour changes over time [13, 40]. Second, in use by legal professionals,
prompt sensitivity means that results are conditional on users being trained on proper prompting
techniques. Recent large-scale evaluations of language model performance start to expand the scope
of evaluations on a wider range of legal tasks [23], but even in these cases, benchmark creators pick
a fixed set of prompts that are used across evaluations. It is possible that a user, particularly those
not knowledgeable enough about the legal domain or the limitations of language models, could see
drastically different performance on the same tasks if they do not craft their prompt in the same
way as the evaluation benchmark. Even ordering few-shot examples in a prompt differently can
affect performance by double-digit percentage points [31]. Third, in use by non-professionals, the
state of evaluation is even worse. The lack of naturalistic datasets means that we cannot evaluate
how often chatbots respond to legal questions with useful answers as opposed to irrelevant or
inaccurate ones since we do not know how everyday users interact with these models in the real
world.

Recommendations for developers of legal AI

Improve construct validity by involving legal experts in evaluation. Many current evaluations of
LLMs are general purpose: they measure the efficacy of language models on general tasks such
as summarization, retrieval, or factuality. However, these evaluations do not tell us much about
how LLMs can aid legal professionals in their day-to-day tasks. The involvement of legal experts
in designing and conducting evaluations is necessary to improve the status quo. Without their
involvement, benchmarks for testing language models on legal tasks will likely suffer from construct
validity issues.
Such evaluations can be both quantitative and qualitative. An interdisciplinary group of lawyers
and AI experts created the LegalBench benchmark for evaluating language models on various legal
reasoning tasks [23]. This is an example of a quantitative evaluation created by professionals to
measure the usefulness of generative AI in their profession. But there are reasons to think that
qualitative studies of professionals and how they could use AI are likely to be even more useful,
since these tools are so new that we still need consensus on what the right questions to ask are.
To our knowledge, such qualitative studies have not yet been conducted for legal professionals.
However, in other professions, notably medicine, several such studies have been conducted, which
can inform such evaluations in the law [7, 41, 42].

Develop naturalistic evaluation methods. As outlined in our discussion of prompt sensitivity, a major
limiting factor in current evaluations of language models is the lack of transparency around how
users actually use these models on a day-to-day basis [10, 39]. Without knowing how users interact
with LLMs, it is hard to understand what limitations must be addressed and how evaluations can
best be constructed to represent typical use cases. To improve the construct validity of current
evaluations and prevent evaluations from falling prey to prompt sensitivity, researchers can conduct
naturalistic evaluations of people using LLMs that closely model their use in the real world. For
example, Zheng et al. [56] released a dataset of user conversations with 25 different LLMs over
three months. Similar datasets collecting real-world interactions with users asking legal questions
would improve our understanding of how users use LLMs for legal tasks and, in turn, improve
evaluations.

Communicate the limitations of current LLMs. Recent cases of lawyers misusing language models
have made the headlines [52, 54]. Language models can fabricate information even while presenting
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Fig. 1. Types of evaluations of generative AI. Current evaluations of AI are often based on exam bench-
marks meant for humans, such as the bar exam, and suffer from contamination: overlaps between the training
and evaluation datasets. Comparing the performance of these models on real-world tasks, especially those
curated by legal experts, is more likely to be useful. Since the use of generative AI is nascent, qualitative
studies that observe how legal experts use these tools for day-to-day tasks are likely to be a more useful, if
expensive, way of evaluating these tools.

it authoritatively [55]. When users are unaware of these limitations, it could result in massive
professional damage. Several lawyers have been sanctioned for fabricating information in legal
filings. Even when a language model is trained on accurate text, such as a filtered dataset of past
legal documents, it is not guaranteed to produce accurate outputs [37]. These cases highlight the
need for better communication of these limitations for end users by companies providing these
services [51]. Developers have added some disclaimers to language models to reduce such errors.
For example, OpenAI says, ‘ChatGPT can make mistakes. Consider checking important information’
in a small font at the bottom of the ChatGPT chatbox. Anthropic goes one step further. Its disclaimer
is more clear about the limitations (‘Claude is in beta release and may display incorrect or harmful
information,’). When the output contains URLs, there is also a disclaimer about links potentially
being inaccurate. Some judges have also issued chambers’ rules to clarify how lawyers should
explicitly account for their use of AI [24].

Use AI in narrow settings with well-defined outcomes and high observability of evidence. In a more
constrained, highly issue-specific, low-stakes setting, it may be possible to construct a thorough
evaluation. One type of application that meets these criteria is checking errors in various legal
documents and filings [9]. The Social Security Administration already uses a simple model to spot
issues with judgments that might lead to a remand of the judgment on appeal [20]. One mistake
flagged by the automated system is when the adjudicator’s opinion does not address a medical
claim made in a benefits claim in their denial of benefits judgment [20]. Such a mistake would
almost certainly result in a remand of the decision on appeal. To make such an assessment, the
system does not need any additional information beyond the benefits claim and the text of the
decision. That is, the system operates under full observability, allowing thorough evaluations to be
conducted.
Similar technology could be developed and deployed in a wide range of settings where easy-to-spot
errors in initial filings are prevalent. In particular, over 86% of patent applications received at least
one non-final rejection [11], so semi-automated checks for common errors could reduce costs to
both the filing party and the United States Patent and Trademark Office. Nonetheless, even in
these cases, automated judgments should be made with extreme caution. Deployments should be
structured to favour helpful, informative recommendations to both parties in a dispute rather than
being used as a binding mechanism. And a thorough appeals process should be available.
These tasks are distinct from the more general case of using AI to predict court case outcomes, a
more problematic application that we discuss in the next section. First, they are constrained to a
single or small handful of issues, which makes it possible to sample sufficient data to cover typical
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use cases. Second, the model has (or should ideally have) access to the same information as the
adjudicator. This is typically not true of general-purpose judgment prediction tasks.

AI FOR MAKING PREDICTIONS ABOUT THE FUTURE

In recent years, over a hundred research papers have claimed to predict court outcomes using
AI based on text from court proceedings. Such predictive abilities could be useful to lawyers in
guiding legal strategy or businesses to assess potential litigation risks. AI has also been used to
make consequential decisions about people, most notably pre-trial detention and parole in criminal
justice.
In this section, we identify shortcomings that plague these applications and question the use of
predictions in legal settings.

Predicting the outcomes of court decisions

Medvedeva and Mcbride [35] systematically review 171 papers claiming to predict court decisions.
They find severe shortcomings in the literature they review. Their main finding is that the vast
majority of papers claiming to predict the outcomes of court judgments do not try to solve this
problem at all. In many cases, the papers solve a related but ultimately less helpful problem: they use
the judgment text containing the final judgment to ‘predict’ the verdict. Since the text of the final
judgment includes the verdict, these studies do not provide real-world evidence of the usefulness
of AI in judgment prediction. In sum, only 12 of 171 papers (7%) end up predicting court decisions.
This study follows a smaller-scale study to evaluate predictions of court decisions, whereMedvedeva
et al. [36] point out that such errors could be caused by insufficient knowledge of the datasets
being used in judgment classification and inadequate steps taken to filter out information about
the verdict from the dataset. This highlights the need for both legal and AI expertise for useful
applications of AI in legal settings. Moreover, for the small minority of papers that actually predict
court outcomes, the accuracy of the resulting models is much lower.
The low accuracy demonstrates that automating judgments from the text of legal cases is hard.
This is not surprising: legal outcomes depend on the context and specifics of cases, the available
documents might not comprise the entirety of the context of the case being adjudicated, and
the specific judgment might depend on a specific judge’s (or set of judges’) interpretation of the
arguments. In addition, there is significant variability across different jurisdictions, meaning the
amount of data that can be used to train AI to automate judgments in any specific jurisdiction is
small. Finally, the judgments made over time evolve with changes to the specific judges, the set of
past cases comprising precedent, legislation and many other factors.
Medvedeva and Mcbride’s findings also point to the problem of contamination. Since the text of the
judgment also contains the verdict, the model essentially has access to the answers while making
predictions—like teaching to the test, this vastly inflates the accuracy of the resulting models,
leading to exaggerated performance estimates. This is a well-known issue in machine learning.
In traditional machine learning research, it is called data leakage or simply leakage, and it affects
hundreds of papers across scientific fields. While there are no perfect solutions for fixing leakage,
there are several steps researchers can take to prevent leakage in their models [29].
This does not even begin to address the potential for biases, sensitivity to inputs and other challenges
for evaluating legal judgment prediction tasks. The challenges with evaluation should limit where
and how judgment prediction tasks are used. A well-evaluated judgment prediction system could
be used to better understand what properties of briefs could lead to poor outcomes (e.g., finding
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common errors). This would serve as a suggestion to attorneys that might miss common errors but
not result in any binding outcome and could be ignored by the attorney. On the other hand, such
systems should not be used to make decisions or final recommendations to a decision-maker.

Predictive AI for making decisions

In addition to research claiming to predict court outcomes using AI, AI-based predictions are also
used to make decisions about people. We call such applications predictive AI. Predictive AI suffers
from pervasive shortcomings that may nullify the claimed benefits. A closer account of these
shortcomings can help us understand why such systems fail.

Low accuracy of deployed applications. A common application of predictive tools in criminal justice
is to predict recidivism. A 2016 ProPublica investigation found that COMPAS, a widely used
algorithm to predict the risk of recidivism for defendants, had twice as many false positives for
Black defendants as White ones [8]. Perhaps more surprisingly, the investigation found that the
overall accuracy of the algorithm was only around 65%. In a follow-up study, Dressel and Farid
[18] found that this accuracy was no more accurate than predictions made by people without any
background in criminal justice. Notably, the majority of defendants predicted to be at high risk of
committing violent crimes do not go on to recidivate. These simple models distil into these few
features a model of a person’s entire future life for the next few years. They have no access to
private information, like a defendant’s mental state or intentions, nor can they model defendants’
attempts to seek help.
Another problem is distribution shift: when the data used to train an ML model differs from the
population on which the model is eventually deployed, models are unable to adapt well. A machine
learning tool called Public Safety Assessment (PSA) is used in U.S. courts in over half the states.
Like COMPAS, if the tool predicts that a defendant has a high risk of re-offending, bail could
be denied. PSA is trained on data from 1.5 million cases across the country. But crime patterns
in specific regions differ from nationwide averages in important ways, which means that it fails
catastrophically in some areas. Corey [15] highlights that in Cook County, Illinois, the rate of
violent recidivism is ten times lower than the nationwide data that was used for training PSA.
Distribution shift is an open research problem in machine learning [19], and affects most predictive
AI applications where the population of interest differs from training data [53].
Where dynamics are known and stable over time, and information is readily available, prediction
is possible—as in physical sciences, where we can build reliable approximations of aspects of the
world that we are modelling. Yet this is not true of predictive AI in law, where fundamentally, most
predictions will be about people and societies.
Predictive AI has even more limitations in practice. Vendors sell predictive AI based on the promise
of full automation and elimination of jobs, but when it performs poorly, they retreat to the fine
print, which says that the tool should not be used on its own. The responsibility for ensuring that a
predictive AI systemworks well is spread thinly across multiple stakeholders, often deliberately [44].
The individual decisions made by these systems also tend not to be contestable by decision subjects,
as vendors claim that the logic of the tool is a trade secret [26, 38]. In most cases, decision makers
(such as court systems) do not develop predictive tools in house—tools that might be tailored
to their specific needs and those of the populations that they serve. Instead, they purchase or
license one-size-fits-all products from AI vendors. This exacerbates issues with evaluations since
the decision subjects or civil rights advocates cannot easily push back against vendors’ claims.
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Fig. 2. Variation in the difficulty of evaluating AI for legal tasks. We categorize difficulty along two
dimensions: clarity on correct labels and observability of relevant features. Some tasks, such as AI for
categorizing requests for legal help by area of law, have clear correct answers, whereas for other tasks, such
as preparing legal filings using AI, there is no clear right answer, which makes evaluation hard. Similarly, for
some applications, all relevant features are available, such as for spotting common errors in legal filings. For
others, relevant features are not (or cannot be) available, such as for predictive AI. As we proceed from right
to left, the clarity of correct answers and observability of relevant features roughly increases.

These issues are not specific to the examples we list above. In an analysis of eight predictive AI
applications across domains, Wang et al. [53] found that these issues are widespread in domains
such as finance, insurance, child welfare and medicine, in addition to criminal justice. Given the
propensity of such applications to failure, predictive AI in the legal domain needs to be held to
a much higher standard to ensure that it functions as its developers claim. This requires much
stronger transparency by the developers, clear mechanisms to ensure contestability to decision
subjects, and evaluations that go beyond just the technical specifications of these tools into the
societal impact of these tools.
The use of AI for prediction, whether court decisions or recidivism, fundamentally differs from
information processing tasks and tasks involving creativity, reasoning, or judgment. They attempt to
predict the future without sufficient observability of relevant features and lack data to form a robust
model of the world that would allow for accurate predictions. Instead, they rely on extremely rough
generalizations and approximations using simple linear models (when the underlying dynamics
are far from linear).

CONCLUSION

The effective deployment of AI in legal contexts requires shifting from technical evaluations to
robust socio-technical assessments carried out in the specific context in which an AI system would
be deployed. While past machine learning applications did not consider such evaluations because
they were cost prohibitive, this change is necessary due to the complex nature and societal impact of
AI applications in the legal field. Fig. 2 illustrates how the difficulty in evaluating legal applications
of AI varies over the three types of tasks we discussed.
To answer the question ‘What can I use an AI system for?’, it is essential first to answer ‘How was
this AI system evaluated?’. Unfortunately, the current state of AI evaluations leaves much to be
desired.
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